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Abstract
Recently, there has been a growing interest in the study of deformed uranium-uranium (U -U)
collisions in its various geometrical configurations due to their usefulness in understanding the
different aspects of quantum chromodynamics (QCD). In this paper we have studied the parti-
cle production in deformed U -U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV using modified wounded quark
model (WQM). At first, we have shown the variation of quark-nucleus inelastic scattering cross-
section (σinqA) with respect to centralities for various geometrical orientations of U -U collisions in
WQM. After that we have calculated the pseudorapidity density (dnch/dη) within WQM using
two-component prescription. Further we have calculated the transverse energy density distribution
(dET /dη) along with the ratio of transverse energy to charged hadron multiplicity (ET /Nch) for
U -U collisions and compared them with the corresponding experimental data. We have shown
the scaling behavior of dnch/dη and dET /dη for different initial geometry of U -U collision with
respect to p-p data at
√
sNN = 200 GeV. Furthermore we have shown the Bjorken energy density
achieved in U -U collisions for various configurations and compared them with experimental data
of Au-Au at 200 GeV. We observe that the present model suitably describes the experimental data
for minimum bias geometrical configuration of U -U collisions. An estimate for various observables
in different initial geometries of U -U collisions is also presented which will be tested in future by
experimental data.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The main endeavor of heavy-ion collision experiments is to study the nature of quantum
chromodynamics (QCD) at extreme physical conditions. In these experiments, variety of
colliding species has been used at various beam energies to understand the different aspects
of QCD medium [1–3]. For example hadron-hadron collisions provide us the basic scattering
cross-sections for various charged hadron productions. Hadron-nucleus interactions quantify
the nuclear effects on this production cross-sections and finally nucleus-nucleus collisions
can shed light on the effect of various phases of QCD matter [4] on the particle production
processes. Further, the change in collision energy facilitate the study of strongly interacting
matter in various physical conditions e.g., at high temperature and zero chemical potential
or at high chemical potential and zero temperature or at moderate temperature and chemical
potential etc [4]. Even in nucleus-nucleus collisions, various species have been used to study
other properties of QCD and related phases. For example, Cu-Au collision is a good tool
to study the electromagnetic and chiral magnetic behavior of QCD matter due to a sizable
amount of directed flow arises in these collisions [5]. Au-Au and Pb-Pb collisions are useful
to study the phase transitions and the behavior of exotic phases of strongly interacting
matter. In recent years collision among uranium nucleus has gained a lot of interest because
of their non-spherical geometry which is actually prolate [6, 7]. The deformed nuclei like
U238 promise additional gain of energy density compared to spherical nuclei at relativistic
energies [6–8]. The properties of QGP characterized by the observables like elliptic flow,
jet quenching, charmonium suppression and multiplicity can be better understood by the
collision of deformed uranium nuclei due to its initial geometry and specific orientation [9–
11]. The collision of uranium nuclei can provide a reliable tool for the detection of chiral
magnetic effect (CME) [11]. The main hurdle to detect the CME signal reliably is the
background effect of same strength generated due to elliptic flow. In spherical nuclei, it
is difficult to disentangle both these effect since the strength of both the signals generated
from elliptic flow and CME is of similar strength in peripheral collisions. However, in U -
U central collisions, the different geometrical orientations can provide a way to subtract
the background signal from CME signal due to a measurable difference in their strength.
Thus central collisions of U -U nuclei in tip-tip configuration can possibly be a good tool to
characterize the signal of CME [12, 13].
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In case of central body-body collisions, the eccentricity is of the order of 0.25, almost as
large as in the semicentral Au-Au at b = 7 fm where the maximum density is much lower [6].
Therefore the body-body configurations of U -U collisions allow us to study the elliptic flow
with higher density at given beam energy [14]. Dependence of energy loss of partons on path
length and medium density is not yet fully understood since the fireball size created in Au-
Au collision is small and thus the difference in path length for the parton traversing in-plane
and out-of-plane is small. Different geometrical configurations of U -U collisions may provide
almost twice as much difference between the in-plane and out-of-plane path lengths for the
same eccentricities as semicentral Au-Au collisions and thus provide a better opportunity
to understand the energy loss mechanism [15]. Deformed nuclei like uranium, having five
independent parameters: impact parameter and four polar angles instead of one impact
parameter as in the case of spherical nuclei, can provide in-depth knowledge of charged
hadron production and collision dynamics of QCD matter [7]. In the case of J/ψ, nuclear
effects like shadowing, absorption etc., are crucial to disentangle the suppression caused by
cold nuclear matter effects and by quark-gluon plasma (QGP). Different orientations of U -U
interactions could study nuclear effects with reduced uncertainty and provide an additional
check on the models which successfully describing the Au-Au data regarding J/ψ [15, 16].
Further it has been suggested that central U -U collision in the body-body configuration
(a high baryon density system) represents an optimum system to study the quark-hadron
phase transition in its beam energy dependence [17–20].
A lot of effort has been taken to simulate and analyze the charged particle distributions
in deformed U -U collisions ranging from fixed target experiments e.g. super proton syn-
chrotron (SPS) to collider experiment like relativistic heavy-ion collider (RHIC). Most of
these models are based on wounded nucleon approach [6, 6, 7, 7, 11, 11–17, 19, 21–37].
However, in this article, we study the particle production in a wounded quark approach
which assumes quark-quark interaction as the basic entity in defining the nucleus-nucleus
interaction. We have shown in our earlier publications that this phenomenological model can
describes the multiplicity distribution data simultaneously for various types of symmetric
and asymmetric collisions at all the centralities ranging for most-peripheral to most-central
[38, 39, 45]. Thus, it is worthwhile to investigate whether a wounded quark approach can
give reliable prediction of charged hadron production in deformed uranium nuclei collisions
and provide the estimate for observables in various initial geometrical configurations. Here,
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we have extended our modified version of WQM [38, 39, 45, 47–49] with minimal number
of parameters to explain and predict the charged hadron distributions with various control-
ling parameters in deformed U -U collisions for each centrality at a colliding energy of 193
GeV. The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we have presented the
description of two-component WQM using suitable nuclear charge density function for ura-
nium nucleus along with description of wounded quarks and mean number of quark-quark
collisions. Further, in section III we have shown the pseudorapidity density within WQM,
their comparison with the corresponding experimental data, scaling with respect to p-p data
and estimate for energy density. Finally we have summarized our present analysis in section
IV.
II. MODEL FORMALISM
In the heavy-ion collision experiments, temperature and energy density of QCD medium
are two important quantities whose information can be extracted from pseudorapidity dis-
tribution of charged hadrons. In recent publications [38, 39, 45], we have proposed a
parametrization for the pseudorapidity distribution (dnch/dη) of charged hadrons produced
in p-p collisions based on the multiparton exchange as considered in additive quark model
(AQM) [50–52]. The basic theme of our model can be described in three points : (1) One,
two or three gluons have been exchanged between a quark of the first nucleus or hadron with
the quarks belonging to the other nucleus or hadron. (2) The resulting color flux tube or
color string somewhat stretched between them and other constituent quarks because they
try to restore their color singlet behavior and thus the energy in the color flux tube increases.
(3) The color tubes thus formed finally break-up into new hadrons and/or quark-antiquark
pairs. In the present model, we have accommodated new data coming from p-p collisions at
0.9, 1.8, and 7 TeV energies [46] along with other p− p data by providing a parametrization
for dnch/dη at mid-rapidity as follows:
< (dnch/dη)
pp
η=0 >= (a
′
1 + b
′
1ln
√
sa + c
′
1ln
2√sa)− α1′. (1)
We have obtained the values of the parameters as a′1 = 1.15, b
′
1 = 0.16, and c
′
1 = 0.05 [45].
In Eq. (1), α [39, 48, 49] is the leading particle effect which arises due to the energy carried
away by the spectator quarks and its experimental value is determined as 0.85. The first,
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second and third term in right hand side of above parametrization (Eq. (1)) are shown in Fig.
1. The first term which remains constant with respect to collision energy arises due to single
gluon exchange between the wounded quark of target and projectile. Second term which
depends on the logarithm of available collision energy (
√
sa) arises due to two gluon exchange
via pomeron contribution to scattering cross-section as proposed earlier by Nussinov [53] and
Low [54]. Similarly the third term in the parametrization is the contribution of three gluon
exchange among the wounded quarks [55, 56]. The coefficients of these three terms i.e., a, b
and c actually control the contribution of these three channels.
Taking the assumption of additive quark model [50–52], mean number of collisions of
wounded quark inside the nucleus A is defined as the ability of constituent quark in the
projectile hadron to interact repeatedly inside a target nucleus and can be expressed as :
νqA =
AσinqN
σinqA
. (2)
Here σinqN and σ
in
qA are the inelastic cross-sections for quark-nucleon (q-N) and quark-nucleus
(q-A) interactions, respectively. σinqN is calculated from the non-diffractive cross-section of
nucleon-nucleon collision (σNDNN ) using the fundamental assumption of AQM i.e., σ
in
qN =
(1/3)σNDNN . A is the atomic mass of the target nucleus.
The mean number of inelastically interacting quarks with the nuclear target A can be
written as :
NhAq =
Ncσ
in
qA
σinhA
. (3)
Physically, NhAq is equal to the number of color flux tube created between projectile and
target. In Eq. (3), Nc is the number of valence quarks in the hadron h. σ
in
qA and σ
in
hA are
the scattering cross sections for quark-nucleus and hadron-nucleus interactions.
For deformed uranium nuclei we have used the modified form of Woods-Saxon nuclear
density distribution [10, 57] as follows:
ρ(r, θ) = ρ0
1
1 + exp (r−R(1+β2Y20+β4Y40))
a
, (4)
where Y20 =
√
5
16pi
(3cos2(θ) − 1), Y40 = 316√pi (35cos4(θ) − 30cos2(θ) + 3) are the spherical
harmonics with the deformation parameters β2 and β4. The different parameters value for
uranium nuclei is taken from Refs. [10, 57]
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FIG. 1: Variation of each factor in the parametrization as given by Eq. (1) with respect to available
collision energy (
√
sa).
The profile function DA(b) is related to nuclear density, ρ(r, θ) by the relation
DA(b) =
∑
θ
∫ ∞
−∞
∫ 2pi
0
ρ(r, θ)dzdφ, (5)
as r is related to b and z by the following relation,
r =
√
b2 + z2. (6)
For tip and body orientations of nucleus, we take a particular value of θ as 0 and π/2,
respectively. For minimum-bias, we take sum over polar angle θ. Further we integrate
over φ from 0 to 2π and thus do not choose any special orientation of nucleus in φ-space.
The quark-nucleus inelastic interaction cross-section σinqA is determined from σ
in
qN by using
Glauber’s approximation (neglects the Glauber series all excited states and includes only
the ground states of the colliding objects) as follows :
σinqA =
∫
d2b
[
1− (1− σinqNDA(b))A] , (7)
Now we move towards the main theme of our paper: the extrapolation of WQM from
hadron-nucleus collision to nucleus-nucleus collisions. All the elements of hadron-nucleus
6
FIG. 2: Variation of various possible initial geometrical configuration in central U -U collisions.
collisions are present and same for nucleus-nucleus collisions. However, the number of par-
ticipating quarks, number of color strings formed and the mean number of collisions are quite
large for nucleus-nucleus collisions. The mean number of collisions happens for a wounded
(participating) quark can be calculated from the following expression which is nothing but
the multiplication of mean number of collisions for a wounded quark in A within nucleus B
and the mean number of collisions for a wounded quark in B within nucleus A :
νABq = νqAνqB =
AσinqN
σinqA
.
BσinqN
σinqB
. (8)
Furthermore, the mean number of participating quarks NABq (or in sort denoted by Nq) can
be calculated by Eq. (9) in the following manner:
NABq =
1
2
[
NBσ
in
qA
σinAB
+
NAσ
in
qB
σinAB
]
, (9)
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where σinAB is the inelastic cross-section for A-B collision. To calculate σAB we take the help
of optical model as discussed in Refs. [58, 59] and can be expressed in the following manner:
σinAB = πr
2
[
A1/3 +B1/3 − c
A1/3 +B1/3
]2
. (10)
In the above expression, the last term in the bracket of right hand side resembles the
“overlapping parameter” of Bradt-Peters formula for scattering cross-section. The constant
c is related with the mean free path of a nucleon inside a nucleus and has a value 4.45 for
nucleus-nucleus collisions.
Wounded quark model which is based on additive quark model (AQM) [50–52] assumes
particle production in hadron-hadron collisions due to three different sources : the central
rapidity region populates from the contribution of breaking of a colored string (the produced
particles scales with number of participating quarks); the fragmentation of quarks which ex-
changed a colored gluon populates the fragmentation regions of the projectile and the target
(scales with mean number of quark collisions); the fragmented quarks in spectator region
which did not exchange gluons populates also in the projectile and target fragmentation
regions. Thus the production mechanism in different rapidity regions are quite separated
from each other in hadron-hadron collisions. However in the case of nucleus-nucleus col-
lisions there are still some uncertainties in construction of produced particles as there is
overlap of various mechanism whose contribution is not well known. Thus the multiplicity
production in central rapidity region may have contribution from breaking of colored strings
as well as from the fragmentation of quarks. Consequently the multiplicity in mid-rapidity
region might not scale with number of wounded quarks exactly. Based on these arguments
we proposed a two component WQM [39, 48, 49]:(
dnch
dη
)AA
η=0
=
(
dnch
dη
)pp
η=0
[
(1− x)NABq + xNABq νABq
]
, (11)
where (dnch
dη
)ppη=0 is calculated from Eq. (2) using the new parameter values. Here x signifies
the relative contributions of hard and soft processes in two component model [40, 41].
However we found in our earlier publication [45] that the midrapidity particle density
properly scales with number of wounded quarks at RHIC and LHC (Large Hadron Collider)
and thus supports the idea of one component WQM in central rapidity region. In present
calculation, we have again found that the value of x is negligibly small if our WQM has to
satisfy the minimum bias U -U experimental data at 193 GeV. Recent experimental data of
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charged hadrons in U -U collisions [42] show a small correlation between the multiplicity
or elliptic flow of charged hadrons and the initial geometrical orientations. However Monte
Carlo Glauber model (MCGM) shows contradictory behavior when using two component
model [43, 44]. It has been suggested that this contradiction arises due to contribution of
collision term in the two-component wounded nucleon model. In the view of this we have
taken a very small value of x as 0.005 to minimize the contribution of collision term in our
calculations and try to see whether our model satisfy the minimum bias experimental data
and if yes then whether it shows a small or large correlation between multiplicity and the
initial orientations of U -U collisions.
We further extend our two component formula of pseudorapidity distribution to provide
it a η-dependence using a new parametrization which is based on Landau’s distribution
function for it as follows :
(
dnch
dη
)AB
= 2
(
dnch
dη
)AB
η=0
×
√
1− 1
(βcoshη)2
γ + exp(η2/2σ2)
, (12)
where β, γ and σ are fitting parameters, and (dnch
dη
)ABη=0 is the calculated from Eq. (11).
Here one should keep in mind that this parametrization is able to give the pseudorapidity
distribution of charged particles produced in symmetric collisions (like body-body or tip-tip
but not body-tip configuration) of nuclei. We will show how these parameters are related
with the shape of distribution in different limits.
Case I : when η is very large then
coshη = ∞ (13)
=⇒
√
1− 1
(βcoshη)2
=
√
1− 1∞ = 1
Now comparing the original Landau distribution with our distribution in large η limit :
1
γ + exp(η/2σ2)
= exp(−η/2σ2) (14)
Multiplying both side of equation with 1/exp(η/2σ2), we get :
γexp(−η2/2σ2) = 0 (15)
From here we can see that if γ is zero then our distribution completely takes the form
of Landau distribution. It means in large η limit, only the γ parameter which differ our
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new distribution function from the original Landau distribution function for charged hadron
production at forward and backward rapidity.
Case II : when η is equal to zero then√
1− 1
(βcoshη)2
=
√
1− 1
β2
(16)
Now comparing the numerator of our distribution to the numerator of Landau distribution
in η = 0 limit: √
β2 − 1
β2
= 1 (17)
=⇒ 1
β2
= 0
So the numerator of our distribution in η = 0; if we take β is much larger than 1 :
γexp(−η2/2σ2) = 0 (18)
Thus in η = 0 limit, the parameter β should be large and γ must be zero then only our
distribution will take the similar structure as Landau’s distribution.
In this article we also calculate the transverse energy density distribution of charged
hadrons using the pseudorapidity distribution of WQM as follows :
dET/dη ∼= 3
2
√
〈pT 〉2 +m2pi(dnch/dη), (19)
where 〈pT 〉 is the average transverse momentum of the produced charged particles and mpi
is the mass of pion. Further we have calculated the Bjorken’s energy density [60] in U -U
collisions using following formula :
εBJ ∼= 3
2
√
〈pT 〉2 +m2pi(dnch/dη)/τπR2. (20)
In the above expression, τ is the hadronic formation time.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Total Multiplicity and Pseudorapidity density
In our earlier publications we have shown that WQM provides proper and reasonable
description to the various features of charged hadron production in high-energy collisions
10
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Variation of the quark-nucleus inelastic cross-section (σinqA) in our model as
a function of centrality for various initial configurations of U -U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV.
for symmetric (e.g., Au-Au, Pb-Pb, Cu-Cu etc.) as well as for asymmetric (e.g., Cu-Au, d-
Au etc.) collisions. Here we will study the different properties of charged hadron production
in the collisions of deformed uranium nuclei at
√
sNN = 193 GeV [61]. Fig. 3 presents
the variation of σinqA · σinqB with respect to centrality for various initial configurations of U -
U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV [61]. From figure one can observe that the effect of
various configurations of U -U collision is negligible for most peripheral collisions. However,
in central collision the quark-nucleus scattering cross-section for tip-tip is considerably high
in comparison to other configurations. This is due to a large number of color strings formed
between the participating quarks of nucleus A as well as B in tip-tip configuration. In
body-tip geometry, the participating quarks within nucleus A is less than the participating
quarks within nucleus B. Thus the total number of color strings formed in body-tip collision
is smaller than tip-tip but larger than body-body collisions. These numbers actually reflects
in the scattering cross-sections of various initial configurations. The product of σinqA and
σinqB for minimum bias (in terms of configurations not in terms of centrality) matches with
the body-tip configurations over the entire centrality range. In Fig. 4, we have shown the
change in quark-nucleus scattering cross-section with respect to polar angle θ of nuclear
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FIG. 4: Variation of σinqA in our model as a function of polar angle θ for central U -U collisions.
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Variation of pseudorapidity density of charged hadrons produced in U -U
collisions with respect to centrality for various initial geometrical configurations. Experimental
data with respect to centrality is also shown here for min-bias (contribution from all the initial
configuration of U -U collisions) [61].
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Variation of pseudorapidity density of charged hadrons produced in U -U
collisions with respect to centrality for min-bias configuration. We have shown the results for
x = 0.005 and x = 0, where x controls relative contribution of hard process. Experimental data is
taken from Ref. [61].
charge density distribution function in central U -U collisions. It varies from its maximum
value at θ = 0 and 1800 to a minimum value at 900. The change in σqA values is about 40%
depending on the polar angle. We have also checked the change in value of σqA by using
modified value of parameter as given in Ref. [10]. The change is less than 1% thus we stick
to our earlier values of parameters.
The main parameters by which one can select the different initial configurations of
U -U collisions are pseudorapidity distribution (dnch/dη) and transverse energy distribu-
tion (dET/dη) of charge hadrons at midrapidity. Fig. 5, demonstrates the variation of
(dnch/dη)η=0 with centrality for different geometrical configuration of U -U collisions. Our
model results (we have used x = 0.005 in calculating (dnch/dη)η=0 from Eq. (11)) for
minimum bias configuration suitably matches with the experimental data of the same con-
figuration for all centrality intervals. The multiplicity is larger for tip-tip and body-tip
configuration in central and semi-central collisions due to higher compression and a longer
passage time of the reaction. The particle multiplicities for tip-tip configuration in most
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mental data [61] is also shown.
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TABLE I: The obtained values of Nq by Eq. (9) in U -U at 193 GeV for its different geometrical
configurations. Nq for p-p collision is equal to 1 which is also mentioned in AQM [50–52] for
hadron-hadron collisions.
Centrality Bin Model Calculation
Tip-Tip Body-Tip Min-Bias Body-Body
0− 5% 444.28 364.18 331.12 284.09
5− 10% 398.45 305.22 274.03 211.98
10− 15% 326.64 244.98 224.74 163.32
15− 20% 262.36 196.77 183.42 131.18
20− 25% 202.99 152.25 145.25 101.49
25− 30% 139.21 116.69 113.11 94.17
30− 35% 104.91 90.97 86.17 77.02
35− 40% 76.66 69.78 63.97 62.89
40− 45% 48.92 48.76 42.11 41.61
45− 50% 32.66 32.66 32.66 32.66
central collision is around 36% higher than body-body and 27% higher than minimum bias.
However, it is not possible to differentiate among various configurations of U -U collisions in
peripheral and semi-peripheral collision as far as dnch/dη is concerned. One should apply
some other variable cut along with dnch/dη to select desired configuration in peripheral and
semi-peripheral events. Body-body configuration have least multiplicity of charged hadron
in central and semi-central collisions. In Fig. 6, we have shown (dnch/dη)η=0 for min-bias
configuration for two different values of x = 0.005 and 0, where x signifies the relative con-
tribution of hard and soft process. From figure it is clear that we need a little contribution of
hard processes in semi-peripheral and peripheral events to properly satisfy the experimental
data. However, in central events the contribution of hard process remains negligible for both
the values of x.
Recent experimental data on U -U collisions [42] have demonstrated a small correlation
between multiplicity and the initial orientation of uranium nuclei. However our model
results show a different behavior. One possibility is lack of any proper way to disentangle
15
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Variation of (dnch/dη)/(2Nq) as a function of centrality for U -U collisions
at
√
sNN = 193 GeV. We have also shown (dnch/dη)/(2Nq) for p-p collisions at
√
sNN = 200
GeV [65]. Here Nq is calculated using Eq. (9) and experimental data of (dnch/dη) is taken from
Refs. [61, 65].
the various configurations of U -U collisions experimentally. Thus we have to study the other
observables too along with dnch/dη. In this regard, we have calculated another observable
dET/dη which is a quantitative measure of the energy deposited mainly by the produced
particles (not the fragments) in the transverse plane of the collision and is related with the
explosiveness of the collision [62]. In Fig. 7, we have shown the variation of (dET/dη)η=0
in different centrality bins for possible configurations. It is important here to note that the
average transverse momentum (〈pT 〉) used in the calculation of transverse energy density
distribution is taken from Ref. [24] in which author calculated 〈pT 〉 in U -U collision at 200
GeV by AMPT model (a multi-phase transport model) [24]. Here our min-bias result does
not describe the experimental data suitably for central and semi-central events. However
the trend of dET/dη is similar to dnch/dη for various configuration at all centralities.
The ratio (dET/dη)/(dnch/dη) = dET/dnch provides the value of mean transverse energy
per produced hadron (ET/Nch) and shed light on the possible particle production mecha-
nism and the freeze-out criteria [62, 63]. It has been observed that the value of this ratio
16
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FIG. 11: (Color online) Pseudorapidity distribution of charged hadrons with respect to pseudora-
pidity for various configuration of U -U collisions.
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FIG. 12: (Color online) Variation of product of Bjorken’s energy density and proper time with
respect to centrality for various configuration of U -U collisions.
is almost 1 starting from low energy AGS (Alternating Gradient Synchrotron) experiment
upto highest possible energy at RHIC. In Fig. 8, we have plotted this ratio in our model
as well as using experimental data for various possible configuration with respect to cen-
trality in U -U collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV. As we have mentioned earlier that we have
used 〈pT 〉 from AMPT model in calculation of dET/dη and thus we have shown the ratio
(dET/dη)/(dnch/dη) using AMPT model. Further, we have also shown (dET/dη)/(dnch/dη)
using HYDJET++ (Hydrodynamics plus JETs) model for tip-tip and body-body configu-
rations in which we have used 〈pT 〉 from HYDJET++ model in calculation of dET/dη [64].
From figure one can see that the ratio is almost constant and has a value near 0.9 in ex-
perimental data of min-bias. The ratio varies between 0.8 to 0.85 in HYDJET++ case and
from 0.8 to 0.7 in AMPT case for every configuration. The difference between experimental
and model results may be due to the uncertainty in calculating dET/dη using average trans-
verse momentum from various models [24, 64]. Independence of this ratio (ET /Nch) from
centrality and geometrical orientations supports the idea of chemical freezeout and particle
production from a single freezeout surface. The slight dependence over centrality can be
seen which possibly hints the contribution of collective dynamics on particle production.
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Fig. 9 presents the variation of ratio (dnch/dη)/(2Nq) as a function of centrality for U -U
collisions at
√
sNN = 193 GeV in various configurations. In minimum bias case, we use
experimental data of dnch/dη at mid-rapidity and divide it by the number of participating
quark Nq calculated in our WQM (as shown in Table 1) for minimum bias configuration.
We found that the ratio in this case shows a scaling pattern with the experimental data of
dnch/dη in p-p collision at 200 GeV [65, 66] divided by the number of participating quarks.
Only a slight violation of scaling is found in peripheral collisions. For other configuration,
as the experimental data of dnch/dη is unavailable thus we use the model results for both
dnch/dη and Nq to show the scaling pattern. In Fig. 10, we have found the same scaling
pattern for minimum bias dET/dη experimental data with Nq and compare it with the
corresponding data in p-p collision at 200 GeV [65, 66]. These results suggest that the
quark-quark interactions is more suitable in comparison to nucleon-nucleon interactions in
describing the nucleus-nucleus collisions.
In Fig. 11, we have calculated the pseudorapidity distribution of charged hadrons in
central U -U collisions and demonstrate its variation with η for various geometrical orienta-
tions. We have also compared our WQM results for U -U collisions with the corresponding
experimental data in Au-Au collisions at 200 GeV [67]. Here we observe that the charged
hadron production in tip-tip U -U central collisions is about 1.5 times larger than the Au-Au
collision. Even the charged hadron multiplicity at mid-rapidity in body-body and min-
imum bias orientations is larger in comparison to particle produced in Au-Au collisions.
This suggests that the effect of various configurations of deformed uranium nucleus is more
on the produced particles rather than fragments. The present method of calculating the
pseudorapidity distribution with η is inapplicable for body-tip configurations due to their
asymmetric distribution in forward and backward rapidity. There are some efforts to show
the pseudorapidity distribution in body-tip configuration [68].
In Fig. 12, we have shown the product of Bjorken’s energy density (ǫBJ ) and hadronic
formation time (τ) with respect to centrality for various orientational configuration of U -
U collisions. We have compared our model results with the experimental data in Au-Au
collision at 200 GeV [61] to show the increase in initial energy density of the fireball formed
in U -U collisions. In central collisions, tip-tip configuration of uranium nuclei produces the
most dense QCD system at this much energy which is about 30% higher than the energy
density of the fireball created in Au-Au collision. The energy density produced in minimum
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bias configuration is approximately equal to the corresponding quantity in Au-Au collisions
within error bars. Body-body configuration of central U -U collision creates a system having
least energy density among all the cases considered in this figure.
IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
In summary, we have shown the available energy dependence of all the terms (constant
term, linear term and quadratic term) of the parametrization used by us to calculate pseu-
dorapidity density in p-p collisions. After that we have shown the schematics of special
geometrical orientation of U -U nuclei in different configurations viz. tip-tip, body-tip and
body-body. To set different centrality class in U -U collisions, we have plotted the inelastic
cross section σqA for tip-tip, body-tip, min-bias and body-body configurations and found
that there is a systematic variation with centrality in different configurations. The variation
of σqA as a function of polar angle is also shown. We have then estimated the pseudorapidity
density at mid-rapidity for different configurations in U -U at
√
sNN = 193 GeV within mod-
ified WQM and compared with the RHIC experimental data in min-bias and found a good
agreement in this configuration. The variation of transverse energy density with centrality
for min-bias, tip-tip, and body-body configurations are also evaluated using pseudorapidity
distributions which we have obtained in WQM. We observe an enhancement in multiplicity
for tip-tip collisions for most central events compared to experimental multiplicity in Au-Au
collisions at RHIC energies. We have shown the ratio of ET/Nch (∼= dET/dη/dnch/dη) for
tip-tip, min-bias and body-body configurations using WQM as well as experimental data
and observed that the dependence of this ratio on centrality is not significant. We have plot-
ted the dnch/dη/(2Nq) and dET/dη/(2Nq) as a function of centrality, where Nq is evaluated
within wounded quark scenario, for different configurations and observed a scaling behavior
in the production of charged hadrons. We have predicted the detailed description of η varia-
tion of pseudorapidity density within our modified Landau description and discuss the effect
of this modification in different pseudorapidity regime. The effect of various configurations
is also presented in the plots. Moreover we have given the prediction of Bjorken energy
density as a function of centrality in U -U collisions for different geometrical configurations
and compared the result with the energy density produced in Au-Au collision experiment
at highest RHIC energy. Finally we conclude that the present version of WQM suitably
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describes the experimental findings and also highlights the role of quark-quark interactions
in the production of charged hadrons in ultra relativistic heavy-ion experiments.
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